
Golf Cart Renting Details for the Spring 2024 Camp Plymouth 
Rental golf carts will again be available at the Camp Plymouth :tvrilitary Vehicle Show & Swap Meet in April! 

Sarne program as last April. If you will be new to this event, you will find out it is a big venue, being in two campgrounds, 
with MV s and parts & militaria sellers at both. If you like to make regular rounds to see who has arrived and what they 
brought, having a small vehicle to drive is a Good Thing. Remember that there is 
little to no visitor parking in the campgrounds. It is usually not hard to find a 
camper who will let you temporarily park a jeep or golf cart at their site while you 
shop or socialize nearby. But bigger vehicles, maybe not. Of course, we prefer 
people bring military jeeps if they have them. It is a MV event after all! But carts 
are good for some people. 

We have again arranged for Gipson Golf Carts from nearby Rancho 
Murieta to be our preferred vendor. They have four passenger carts where the rear 
seats fold down to make a cargo platform for moving parts and militaria around. 
These will be $55 per day for a four-day rental, $60 for fewer days. Same price if 
two passenger units. There are a few six passenger units for $80. All are electric. No delivery fee unless they are asked to 
deliver a unit separate from their main delivery. 

The MVCC, as event promoter, is not renting the carts and handling the rental agreements and we make nothing 
on the program. Our job is to organize and market it as a service to our participants. Renters will contact Gipson directly 
to make a reservation. At this time the carts will be pre-rented only. Gipson' s phone number is 916-806-0920. Say you 
will be a participant at the Camp Plymouth military vehicle event in Plymouth. You may reserve them starting now. 
Supplies may be limited depending on what events they will be doing that week. 

To cancel a reservation, call them at least 48 hours before our event You will receive a refund less a $15 
processing fee. Pretty friendly deal. 
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SHOP LOCATION 
7000 Alameda Drive 
Rancho Murieta, CA 

NEW SHOWROOM 
14650 Cantova Way, Suite 101 
Rancho Murieta, CA 95683 

Zack Bowden 
(916) 806-0920 
zackbowden@gipsongolfcarts.com 
www.gipsongolfcarts .. com 


